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ABSTRACT
Our research focuses on web information management for people who want to monitor and use the World Wide Web (WWW) information, as their information resource. Web information is mainly open to the public and search engines are widely used, although there are complaints about the large amount of irrelevant information. Some web technology research focuses on promptness of changed information and relevance to users. Most web search engines do not fully satisfy these two requirements in general because they try to cover all web sites and users together. The aim of Web monitoring research is to overcome these problems. Web monitoring systems check predefined web pages and prompt users when there are changes in these pages. This research focuses on the management of newly uploaded information in target web sites. In a web monitoring system, the system should cover various different types of web pages, as well as personal aspects. This system achieves these tasks by integrating the first and third modules. In addition to web monitoring functions, the second module provides the information management functionality in the user’s local storage.
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INTRODUCTION
WWW has become the most popular information source for people because the Web is now the largest sharable and searchable repository of information. People normally visit some sites regularly. Portals commonly are one of people’s favorites and individuals have their own interest. However, people limit the number of sites visited by them because the number of regular sites is often beyond what they can handle.

There are two different types of information: updated information and newly uploaded information. Updated information occurs when information is changed information such as values are varied on existing web sites. For example, share prices and exchange rates. The web page itself is not new; however, people update part of the web page regularly. Newly uploaded information in the web site means a new page, which was not available in the past, was added, such as Web based newspaper sites. They upload the news articles regularly and users monitor this page to know what’s happening. Though the value update change can give good information in some aspects, such as historical data, however it is not used as the resource in our knowledge management system. In this study, we focus on the newly uploaded information. There are many approaches to web information management but they usually focus on a specific function, such as monitoring, searching, or sharing. While these approaches can give good directions, in our view these methods must be integrated to support successful web knowledge management. Our approach is to develop an integrated system for web knowledge management. To this end our system integrates the following three core components: web information finding and gathering, web information managing, and web information sharing. Another aim of our system is personalization of web information management because the needs for web information differ from person to person and organization to organization. The difference exits in time, knowledge structure, and sharing intention.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Use of web information
Sellen et al. reported on a diary study of how and why a knowledge worker uses the World Wide Web. They classified six activities: finding, information gathering, browsing, transacting, communicating, and housekeeping. Activities that relate knowledge management are 86% of all activities. They specify desirable technologies as follows: temporary save and display, easy calling; automatic monitoring for “Finding” technologies; better tagging of information; better search tools; web scrapbooks; and, better history functions for “Information Gathering” technologies. However, these technologies only cover information finding or gathering functionality. The knowledge managing and sharing functionality are needed to support the whole knowledge management system.

Information finding and gathering
Traditional search engines are not effective in finding newly changed or uploaded information because they gather information based on the pre-defined search schemes, that is, they are not affected by individual web page alterations. Particularly, people have to wait until the search engine includes this updated or new information. For newly uploaded information, the search engine cannot successfully fulfill a user’s request until the new information is found and made available. In the case of updated information, the search engine may still locate the web sites, if the user looks for the sites using the unchanged portion of the contents. For example, a web page for share prices. Often the only information changed in these pages are the values of individual company’s share prices.
Web monitoring seeks to overcome the above problems by limiting the amount of target web pages and detecting changes automatically. Tan et al. gives a background study about web page monitoring whether they analyzed the behavior of 105 web pages over a one-month period. Changes were identified based on the following analysis of the HTML code: text analysis, link analysis, image analysis, layout analysis, and the last date updated. Their research results show that: 44.8% of pages changed during the period; text and hyperlinks are the main attributes changed; the frequency differs from domain to domain; and, 72% of those web pages are changed in a week. These results justify why web monitoring is needed.

Knowledge Managing
Knowledge management is the systemic and organizationally specified process for acquiring, organizing, and communicating employee’s knowledge, so that other employees may make use of it to be more effective and productive. Knowledge management systems (KMS) are tools to effect the management of knowledge and are manifested in a variety of implementations including document repositories, expertise databases, discussion lists, and context-specific retrieval systems incorporating collaborative filtering technologies. Hahn identify issues and challenges related to the utilization of information technology for knowledge management support in three phases of deployment: the setup phase; the on-going utilization and maintenance phase; and, finally, long-term effects of knowledge management support. In the setup phase KMS must balance information overload and potentially useful content. In the maintenance phase KMS must balance additional workload and content accuracy. Lastly, from the long-term effects view KMS must balance exploitation and exploration.

Knowledge Sharing
The key to using the Internet effectively for competitive intelligence is not just knowing where and how to look for information, but how to share or distribute information. In mid-1996 Internet software companies began to develop applications using what is now known as “push technology” in an attempt to help users cut through the clutter and retrieve only that information they specify as relevant. This effect can be avoided only through careful monitoring of information specifications, and continual editing and refining of web information management agents. Brandt et al. argue that web push is too narrowly defined as an alternative delivery method for web content and that the technology should be built as a special case of a more powerful and flexible Internet notification service. They view asynchronous notifications as a basic form of communication in distributed environments.

PERSONALIZED WEB INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
PWIMS is a stand-alone personalized web information management system. The system consists of three main components as follows:

- Information monitoring agent that gathers information from target web pages
- A knowledge management component that enables users to organize the monitored information
- Knowledge sharing agent that disseminates the obtained information by using personalized push technology, including e-mail notification and Web posting.

These components are integrated to support a complete and personalized web information management system. Users can configure the system by using a configuration manager. System configuration includes internet connection options, knowledge sharing options, information gathering options, knowledge managing options and knowledge sharing options. To start PWIMS users must specify the above options. After initializing PWIMS users can register target web sites for information monitoring, can manage knowledge using a personalized folder structure storage system and can share gathered information using the Knowledge Sharing Agent.
WEB MONITORING AGENT
To support personalized web monitoring, we use a selective pull method. Selective pull means the user subscribes to certain types of requirement specifications. The service, once set in motion, is automated and will change only if the user requests it. In our system there are three main required specifications: target web pages, schedule, and keyword. Firstly, users specify target web pages to be monitored. This is not necessarily the homepage of the target web site. Rather, it must be the web pages that include the required information. Secondly, users must specify the monitoring schedule, which depends on the user’s monitoring intention and the target web site’s modification cycle. However, users usually don’t know the exact a time of these changes, therefore, our system automatically finds the target web page’s modification cycle, using a modification time detection module, and suggests an appropriate monitoring schedule. Thirdly, users must specify target information by using keywords. Because our system supports hierarchical folder structure when we organize the monitoring subscription, users can systemically organize target information. Users can create a folder that is an abstract concept of special knowledge. We use the term “abstract” because the folder represent many keywords, which are used to justify why he/she created the folders. These keywords automatically are included by the system when user adds a target web page below this folder. Users can make an exception for the site by exclude some keywords from the parent folder or adding new keywords.

Web pages usually mix text with images, advertising banners, lots of menu items and target information, therefore the monitoring system must be able to support target data extraction. As noted above there are various methods for data extraction. Though these researches suggest methods for web pages monitoring, they only focus on changes using value update.

However, when we monitor the newly created information, sometimes the linked contents are more important than the current target web pages, because the information that user’s want to get is usually located in the linked content, such as newspaper sites and bulletin notice boards. Usually the web pages where information changes take place are normally expressed in headlines on the front pages.

Many researchers separate data extraction from the detection of web page changes. However, our system integrates the two functions because; we focus on newly uploaded information. This means the change can be detected by observing hyperlink changes in the target web pages and the required information is usually located in the linked content. To perform data extraction and change detection we use hyperlink comparison as follows:

- Once PWIMS is initialized by the user, it collects HTML source and detects hyperlinks and makes a list of hyperlink’s information base on absolute original URL.
- At the scheduled time, which is specified by the user, the PWIMS agent gets the new HTML source from the target pages.
- The PWIMS compares hyperlink’s Information to make a decision whether the links have changed or not using change decision criteria. The PWIMS gathers the linked information for keywords searching in the HTML source.
- If the keywords exist in the HTML source of article, the system marks green icon to the new articles for notification and to be known user easily.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGING COMPONENT
The knowledge managing component mediates between the knowledge monitoring agent and knowledge sharing agent. To support knowledge management our system gives the user the following functions:

- Local storage which is a folder structure and can store the acquired information
- Folder control that is able to manage the information, such as creates, copy and move.

By using these functions users can manage web information more systematically and in a user friendly manner: can use web information whenever they want to whether the system is online or not; and, can allow users to share his/her information with others.

KNOWLEDGE SHARING
In our system, push technology is used to share information with others. There are a number of different models for information push on the Internet: broadcast, selective or automated pull, distributed push/pull, interactive push, and customized pull. There are two kinds of methods in our system that users can use for knowledge sharing. Firstly, users can send the gained information by using e-mail. Users can register the receiver’s e-mail address to monitored web sites on the monitoring folder structure. Users can select either, for the e-mails to be sent automatically to recipients when the new information is detected or sent upon the user’s requested. Secondly, users can post information on the special target web pages (HTTP posting). The HTTP posting procedure takes places as follows:

- Register the posting target site URL to the posting agent. This process specifies the posting target web pages.
- Define the data format that will receive the information from posting agent because the posting target web pages differ from each web site.
- Define the data format that the posting agent. This process defines what information will be posted to the posting target web pages.
Define the sending option. User can post the information on the fly or not.

CONCLUSION
Our research focuses on information monitoring of newly uploaded web pages and uses this information as the knowledge resource. Particularly, not only should the system be general enough to share the same control and resources, but it also should be personalized to satisfy the various demands from the user. We integrated web monitoring, knowledge management, and knowledge sharing functions in our system. As shown above these functions must be closely interrelated with each other. Further research will focus on the interoperability of these three functions. This system introduces the information management system with the virtual folder interface and it enables the user to easily manipulate the multiple contexts.

Personalization is another requirement for the web information management. The system has three functions for personalization. In monitoring, we use a hierarchical folder system for grouping the web sites from the same domain. The user can operate the monitoring or define keywords by a group while it is possible to manipulate by an individual site. Also, the system provides the exceptional options for the individual site for keywords and scheduling.
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